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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter discuss the overall approach and framework of research which covers the 
method, technique, or approach to be used. The first part discusses on the selected 
methodology during the development of research and explained about the method, 
techniques, tools, instruments, etc. which were used in this research. The second part 
defines both the hardware and software that are used in this project. Also, justification 
on the importance of selected hardware and software. The last part includes a Gantt 
chart to illustrate the phases' projection till project completion with estimated duration 
for each phases. 
3.1	 Methodology 
The software development model that I will use to develop my system is the Rapid 
Application Development Model (RAD) which I had mentioned and explain in another 
chapter. The phases of the RAD model contain: 
A)	 Requirement Planning
B) User Design 
C) Construction 
D) Transition / Cutover
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The figure below show the phases of the RAD model. 
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Figure 3.2 - RAD life cycle phases. 
3.2 Requirement planning 
On this phase, I have taken the requirement and some information from the 
client to do the multi-user workstation. As we know that multi-users workstation can be 
a new thing for the user to interact with the computer. But, so far no market that sell the 
workstation with multi user used simultaneously. In this phase I also need to do some 
research on how to make the computer can be uses with more than one person 
simultaneously. Software and hardware needed for the project also plan on this phase. 
3.3	 Modern existing system 
Based on the research studies, before this users need to interact with the 
computer is by typing computer language. On that era, user was using the language like 
C language to give an instruction to the computer. Besides that, the language was 
difficult to memorize and difficult to understand because the language were uses for 
computer and only computer will understand it. After year by year, comes to the era of 
the mouse and joy pad, and user can start interact with the computer easily by using the 
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human language and the pointer of the mouse to click the icons. However, this method 
does not fulfil the natural way for an interaction between human and the computer. 
3 •4	 Analyzing and finalize requirement 
For the multi-user workstation, we find out how to make it work and we need 
some software and hardware to make it work properly. For the hardware part, we found 
out that extra keyboard and mouse is needed to make this multi-user workstation work. 
If for software, plan to use the software like virtual machine to make it boot more than 
an operating system on a computer, from that users can use it with simultaneously. 
3.5	 User Design 
On this phase, the user will interact with system analyst and develop prototypes 
that represent the function of the multi-user workstation and can be uses from more than 
one user on a computer. After done the prototypes it will be show for the user or client 
to give the comment and modify prototypes will happen on this phase if the client not 
satisfies with the prototypes. Modify will stop after achieve client requirement and just 
will continue to the next state. 
3.6 Hardware Requirement
Device Specification 
Desktop Acer- T3600 
Processor intel corei5 -3330M 3.3 GHz 
Memory 8GB DDR3 RAM 
Storage 750GB serial- ATA Hard Disk 
Graphics 1GB NVIDIA 
Optical Drive DVD Writter 
Ports 4 x USB 
1 xVGA 
Operating System window 7 ultimate -64bit
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